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The philosophical discipline of ontology 
was invented by Aristotle:

όντος: (being) +

 λόγος: (theory of)

It was called by him ‘first 
philosophy’ (i.e. the 
fundamental science)

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.popularpersons.org/aristotle/aristotle2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.popularpersons.org/pic.php%3Fn%3Daristotle/%26b%3DAristotle/&usg=__S4K55ymfvhJxYBvSHaqB1grihL8=&h=400&w=335&sz=70&hl=en&start=13&tbnid=ho4ezLUFmYW1wM:&tbnh=124&tbnw=104&prev=/images%3Fq%3Daristotle%26hl%3Den


It builds a theory of all the different kinds of 
things (‘categories’) that exist in reality 
Examples might include:

Physical 
objects

Times

Events Relationships

Numbers

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.drsfostersmith.com/images/Categoryimages/normal/p_28405_37897_clock.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.drsfostersmith.com/product/prod_display.cfm%3Fc%3D5163%2B5323%2B15561%26pcatid%3D15561&usg=__5YIH15vjCTQLMV_k0_c6cIQIz9I=&h=315&w=314&sz=27&hl=en&start=15&tbnid=9uHDn4R_7rdetM:&tbnh=117&tbnw=117&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dclock%26hl%3Den
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ecodesignz.com/Merchant2/graphics/00000001/ED_02SideChair_F.jpg&imgrefurl=http://fatknowledge.blogspot.com/2008/01/if-obama-sold-chairs.html&usg=__lwhtRHonS_iOjKLKRbZA80KX3y8=&h=460&w=350&sz=11&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=YyqgsJOTX_8O9M:&tbnh=128&tbnw=97&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dchair%26hl%3Den
http://static.howstuffworks.com/gif/hammer-1.jpg
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/5a/NumbersBookCover.svg/450px-NumbersBookCover.svg.png&imgrefurl=http://simple.wikibooks.org/wiki/Numbers&usg=__oR1Sbr5fR3UO5rbDgZi6xChcIbk=&h=450&w=450&sz=252&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=Wy7WXcWViRvA_M:&tbnh=127&tbnw=127&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dnumbers%26hl%3Den
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~kordyban/chart/relationship_chart.gif&imgrefurl=http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~kordyban/chart/relationship_chart.html&usg=__3d9E1l3zsYNDlEHo7qjss_c9dAw=&h=1154&w=868&sz=46&hl=en&start=9&tbnid=FOKXsYn1dg19qM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=113&prev=/images%3Fq%3Drelationship%26hl%3Den
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.fortunecity.com/tinpan/parton/2/iwo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.fortunecity.com/tinpan/parton/2/ww2.html&usg=__XfAlhMsoM3O9ZSEn1lKyiGlEU1o=&h=340&w=325&sz=9&hl=en&start=8&tbnid=mm66RwpQvxGUaM:&tbnh=119&tbnw=114&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dworld%2Bwar%2BII%26hl%3Den


Traditionally ontologies were built into a 
taxonomic structure, sometimes referred to 
as a ‘tree of knowledge’:

‘Tree of Porphyry’ (3rd century A.D.)



Why would a software engineer build 
an ontology?

Believe it or not, many problems arise when dealing with 
information, to do with understanding what kinds of 
things are being referred to. 

Can anyone think of any possible examples?

What kind of a thing is an address? We can treat it as 
just a string of symbols: 
“7BrettonTerraceHillcrest3216”.  

But we can parse, manipulate and use addresses much more 
intelligently if we understand that they are made up of a 
reference to a building number, a street and a suburb.

http://images.google.co.nz/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ericharshbarger.org/images/casa_20010730.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.ericharshbarger.org/lego/house.html&usg=__sSlXrswMDz_jOgr1iKACnPBBLn4=&h=480&w=640&sz=43&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=NYCrekgoiyRc9M:&tbnh=103&tbnw=137&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmy%2Bhouse%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den


Ontologies also seem to be needed for 
consistency-checking information.
For instance, what is wrong with the following lines of a human 
resources database?

XYZCo
ID #

birth
date

hire
date

salu-
tation

first
name

last
name

emerg
contact

signif
other

8041 9/1/57 8/5/91 Mr Pat Jones 8053 8053

8053 3/3/49 2/9/48 Ms Jan Smith 8053 8199
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Brief History of the Cyc Project
c. 1967 – Artificial intelligence (AI) is used on toy 

problems.
c. 1977 – ‘Expert systems’ reason in narrow 

domains, but break down when asked to consider 
new problems (‘brittleness’)

c. 1983 – Key AI researchers (e.g. Marvin 
Minsky) decide that to make any further progress, 
computers have to have “common-sense”.

1984 – The Cyc project is begun at MCC, to 
capture that common-sense in a giant ontology.

1994 – The company Cycorp is formed, to 
continue the project.

2002 – OpenCyc released (www.opencyc.org) …

http://www.opencyc.org/
http://www.cyc.com/cyc
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Cyc contains (at 2009):
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Cyc ‘inference engine’

Common-sense 
knowledge

Proven true



Typical workday of a Cycorp 
‘ontological engineer’

Key stages in ontological design:

1. Get clear on what questions you want the system 
to answer, and how.

2. Identify already existing concepts and assertions in 
the ontology that can be re-used

3. Create new concepts and make assertions on them

4. [Crucial] Test the new assertions using the 
inference engine. Does the system give you the 
answers you need? If not, debug and restart  4. 

http://images.google.co.nz/imgres?imgurl=http://blogs.orange.co.uk/photos/uncategorized/2007/06/08/desk_work_jun07_rex_200.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blogs.orange.co.uk/news/2007/06/working_9_to_5.html&usg=__Y8Wh0DsApHTbtlYx1oOstOGM5m4=&h=150&w=200&sz=12&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=F9FvzcGV8KtIIM:&tbnh=78&tbnw=104&prev=/images%3Fq%3Ddesk%2Bworker%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den


E.g. I might want the system to know…

There is a University called “Melbourne 
University”.

Melbourne University is in Melbourne.
It has many academic departments.
It owns buildings.
It teaches students.
It is an institution. 
                …and so on



This concept already 
exists



I now make a new 
concept, which I will 
categorise ‘under’ 

University



This is the key assertion



Now see how much ontological 
knowledge is ‘inherited’ onto my 

new concept Melbourne 
University, just by placing it under 

the category of University
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Wikipedia is astounding!(at 2009): 

10M articles in 250 different languages
2.4M articles in the English version, referred to by 3M 
different terms
~25 hyperlinks per article
400 000 categories in the English version, with an 
average of 19 articles and 2 subcategories in each
175 000 templates for semi-structured data-entry 
(including 9 000 ‘infoboxes’)
full editing history for every article is recorded
a discussion page for every article

                     and all for……..

http://images.google.co.nz/imgres?imgurl=http://prosites-lottofun9.homestead.com/files/zero_dollar_bill.jpg&imgrefurl=http://prosites-lottofun9.homestead.com/zerobill.html&usg=__3RplLCnpZ26eQyHp_vw1ghJ-B9c=&h=436&w=500&sz=40&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=j6zSuG5fmpqo0M:&tbnh=113&tbnw=130&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dzero%2Bdollars%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den


Wikipedia as an ontology 

 articles can be viewed as basic concepts
 infoboxes can be mined for facts about those 

concepts
 hyperlinks between articles can be mined to 

determine ‘semantic relatedness’ between 
concepts

 categories organise the articles into 
conceptual groupings. Although it must be 
said that Wikipedia categories are far from a 
Cyc-style principled taxonomy enabling 
knowledge inheritance

              For example, consider the following category…. 



!!

!
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Current work in the Digital Libraries Lab, 
University of Waikato, is focusing on mining the 
vast quantity of data which exists in Wikipedia 
and adding it to the more structured taxonomy 
that exists in Cyc. We like to call this 
project……..

Feeding Wikipedia to Cyc

http://www.cyc.com/cyc


The work built on earlier work by Olena Medelyan and 
Cathy Legg (presented at Chicago AAAI, 2008), 
finding mappings between equivalent concepts in Cyc 
and Wikipedia. 

Method Cyc terms Percent 
mapped

Total terms available 163,000

Common sense terms 83,900

Exact (1-1) mappings 33,500 40%

Further mappings after 
disambiguation(2 ways)

8,800 10%

Total mapped 42,300 50%

The mapping algorithm used there was adapted 
and improved as follows...



Exact mappings

CityOfSaarbrucken

Saarbrucken Saarbrucken

Saarbrücken

Get synonyms 
asserted in 

Cyc, e.g. 
using  

#$nameString matches

Use Wikipedia 
redirects

via Cyc synonyms

Stage A&B: easy 
cases where 1-1 

matches are 
identifiable using 
either title strings 

or synonyms



Stage C: a number of possible 
candidates on the Wikipedia 
side, semantic disambiguation 
required

Collect all candidates
Compute commonness of each candidate
Collect context from Cyc
Compute similarity to context

Stage C: a number of possible 
candidates on the Wikipedia side, 

semantic disambiguation 
required



   Collecting candidates

Kiwi

Kiwifruit

Kiwi
redirects

redirects
Kiwi (fruit)

Kiwi (people)

Kiwi (disambiguation)

Kiwi (bird)

matches

New Zealand 

national rugby 

league team

Kiwis (rugby league)

disambiguates



isa FlightlessBird

isa BiologicalSpecies

isa Animal

conceptuallyRelated Wing-AnimalBodyPart

conceptuallyRelated Feather

conceptuallyRelated BirdFood

Collect context from Cyc

Kiwi

Flightless bird

Species

Animal

Wing

Feather

?

The Cyc terms come from the immediately surrounding 
ontology, and the Wikipedia mappings come from Stages 
A and B. Cyc context terms that have no mapping to 
Wikipedia yet are ignored. 



Determine best candidate

Flightless bird

Species

Animal

Wing

Feather

[…etc.]

Kiwi

Kiwi (bird)

Kiwi (people)

Kiwifruit

Kiwi (rugby team)

?

Compute semantic similarity to context



Stage D: reverse disambiguation 
(many Cyc concepts map to the 

same Wikipedia article)

In this stage we eliminate many candidate mappings by 
attempting to map back from the Wikipedia article to the Cyc 
term, and discarding mappings which don’t pass this test. For 
example the term #$DirectorOfOrganisation incorrectly maps to 
the article Film director, but when we attempt to find a Cyc term 
from Film director we get #$Director-Film.

This reduces the number of mappings by 43%, but increases 
precision considerably. 



First we find mapped concepts where the Wikipedia article 
has an equivalent category (about 20% of mapped 
concepts). E.g. the article Israeli Settlement has an 
equivalent category Israeli Settlements:

Current work (Sarjant, Robinson and Legg) 
builds on the mappings by finding new concepts 
in Wikipedia and adding them to Cyc



We then mine this category for new concepts 
which belong under the mapped Cyc concept, 
according to the Cyc taxonomy. For instance:

We call these ‘true children’. 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_bimfoQyPn4U/STjCb55hg8I/AAAAAAAAEfM/Lg1GQRI9PAY/s400/20081204_sad_face.gif
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_bimfoQyPn4U/STjCb55hg8I/AAAAAAAAEfM/Lg1GQRI9PAY/s400/20081204_sad_face.gif


We identify true children by:

1.Parsing the first sentences of Wikipedia articles:

Havat Gilad (Hebrew: דּחוּת גּלְָעד , lit. Gilad Farm) is an Israeli settlement 
outpost in the West Bank.

Netiv HaGdud (Hebrew: נְתִיב הַגְּדוּד, lit. Path of the Battalion) is a 
moshav and Israeli settlement in the West Bank.

Kfar Eldad (Hebrew: כפר אלדד) is an Israeli settlement and a 
Communal settlement in the Gush Etzion Regional Council, south of 
Jerusalem.

The Yad La’achim operation (Hebrew: מבצע יד לאחים, “Giving hand to 
brothers") was an operation that the IDF performed during the 
disengagement plan.

We obtain approx. 20K new 
concepts this way. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_settlement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Bank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moshav
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_settlement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Bank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israeli_settlement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communal_settlement_(Israel)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gush_Etzion_Regional_Council
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerusalem
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israel_Defense_Forces
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_bimfoQyPn4U/STjCb55hg8I/AAAAAAAAEfM/Lg1GQRI9PAY/s400/20081204_sad_face.gif


Where X is the candidate new child and Y is a hyperlink to a 
relevant Wikipedia article that has been mapped to a Cyc 
collection. We ended up loosening these reg exps to allow 
one or 2 arbitrary words around X and Y, gaining more 
children at little loss in accuracy.



2. “Infobox pairing” – If another article in the 
category shares an infobox template with 90% of 
true children, we include it even if its first 
sentence doesn’t parse as a true child.

We obtain approx. 15K new 
concepts this way. 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_bimfoQyPn4U/STjCb55hg8I/AAAAAAAAEfM/Lg1GQRI9PAY/s400/20081204_sad_face.gif


The category which gives rise to the child we 
call its ‘birth parent’. However in the first 
sentence of its Wikipedia article we are often 
able to find further parents (‘God-parents’) 
which have been mapped to Cyc. E.g.:

Godparent

#$Producer-Movie

Birth parent

#$Screenwriter

Godparent

#$Actor

This gives the new 
concepts a richer 
network of inter-
relations (Cyc is a 

graph-structure not 
a tree structure).





A further issue we need to deal with is that Cyc 
enforces a principled ontological distinction 
between:

Individuals – e.g. #$George-TheCat

Collections – e.g. #$Cat

So far, these distinctions have always been made by 
philosophically trained ontological engineers working at Cycorp. 
But we need a way of making them automatically…

http://images.google.co.nz/imgres?imgurl=http://catmas.com/images/2006/12/lots-of-kitties-desktop.jpg&imgrefurl=http://catmas.com/&usg=__Juv4VrFnXhqGvWc2KuRiDJQTlM4=&h=1200&w=1600&sz=288&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=6-r2sPEWf4-SwM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dlots%2Bof%2Bcats%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den
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We address this strategy via a set of overlapping 
heuristics:

1.Parsing the first sentence of the Wikipedia article for ‘regular 
expressions’ (e.g. ‘Xs are a kind of Y’: Collection). 7% of cases

2.Patterns of capitalization in multi-word Wikipedia article titles: If 
later words are capitalized it is probably an Individual (e.g. Bill 
Gates, American Red Cross). If they are not it is probably a 
Collection (e.g. Echidna flea, Armored train). 31% of cases

3.If a new child has an equivalent category, it is a Collection 
(fallible, e.g. Category: New Zealand). 8% of cases

4. If it has an infobox, looking at the relations in the infobox (e.g. 
birthDate applies to Individuals, Kingdom applies to Collections). 
41% of cases

5.Unassigned are defaulted as individuals. 13%

Heuristics 2 and 3 were taken 
from work done at European 
Media Lab Research (Zirn et 
al, 2008)



Quality control is provided via Cyc’s common-
sense knowledge, as Cyc knows enough now to 
‘regurgitate’ many assertions which are 
ontologically incorrect.

Examples of regurgitated assertions:

(#$isa #$CallumRoberts #$Research)

Professor Callum Roberts is a marine conservation biologist, 
oceanographer, author and research scholar in the Environment 
Department of the University of York in England.

(#$isa #$Insight-EMailClient #$EMailMessage)

Insight WebClient is an groupware E-Mail client from Bynari 
embedded on Arachne Web Browser for DOS.

Why it 
happen

ed

Why it 
happen

ed

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_conservation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biologist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oceanographer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Author
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_environment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_department
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_York
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupware
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-Mail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bynari
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arachne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Browser
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DOS
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_bimfoQyPn4U/STjCb55hg8I/AAAAAAAAEfM/Lg1GQRI9PAY/s400/20081204_sad_face.gif
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_bimfoQyPn4U/STjCb55hg8I/AAAAAAAAEfM/Lg1GQRI9PAY/s400/20081204_sad_face.gif




Bottom line: We have managed to add over 35K 
new concepts to Cyc entirely automatically! No 
ontological engineers involved!

http://images.google.co.nz/imgres?imgurl=http://blogs.orange.co.uk/photos/uncategorized/2007/06/08/desk_work_jun07_rex_200.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blogs.orange.co.uk/news/2007/06/working_9_to_5.html&usg=__Y8Wh0DsApHTbtlYx1oOstOGM5m4=&h=150&w=200&sz=12&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=F9FvzcGV8KtIIM:&tbnh=78&tbnw=104&prev=/images%3Fq%3Ddesk%2Bworker%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den


Bootstrapping
Our Stage C makes use of the ontology surrounding 

a given Cyc term to perform semantic 
disambiguation when finding mappings and new 
children.

 It follows that adding to the Cyc ontology might 
make further semantic disambiguation and yet 
further mappings and children possible. 

We tested this hypothesis by running our algorithm 
again, on a subset (10%) of the enlarged Cyc 
ontology, and were delighted to derive 1661 
entirely new children. 

This extrapolates to an estimated 16K new children 
across the whole Cyc (46% of the size of the set 
derived by the first running of the algorithm). 

Achieving bootstrapping of a system’s 
understanding is a long-held goal within AI 
research.



Evaluation:
We used an online form to evaluate both 

the mappings and the new children created 
by the algorithm.

22 human volunteers participated in the 
evaluation, each answering at least 100 
questions. 

We compared the new mappings against 
the 2008 mappings as a baseline.

We compared our new children against 
parent- child pairs taken randomly from the 
DBpedia ontology. 



     CASE:          1       2       3       4       5       6_   
 DBpedia children 0.58  0.81  0.99  0.98  0.99  0.99
 New children      0.57  0.88  0.99  0.90  0.90  1.00

 Old mappings      0.65  0.83  0.99  0.99  0.99  1.00
 New mappings     0.68  0.91  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00

CASES:
1 : 100% of evaluators thought assignment correct
2 : >50% thought assignment correct
3 : At least 1 thought assignment correct
4 : 100% thought assignment correct or close
5 : >50% thought assignment correct or close
6 : At least 1 thought assignment correct or close

The new mappings 
improved 
significantly on 
(Medelyan and Legg, 
2008). Unfortunately 
the DBPedia ontology 
performed better, but 
it is manually 
checked, and also its 
assignments are 
much less specific 
than our algorithm



We make our results freely available at:

http://wdm.cs.waikato.ac.nz/cyc/portal/
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